SERDECZNA MATKO
BELOVED MOTHER

Text: 18th C. Polish
Tr. Valerie Glowinski

Traditional Polish
Arr. Richard Proulx

\[ \text{\textbf{S, A, T, B}} \]

= ca. 76

\[ \text{\textbf{S, A, Oo}} \]

\[ \text{\textbf{T, B mp}} \]

\[ \text{\textbf{Harp or Piano}} \]

(May be sung unaccompanied)

\[ \text{\textbf{Mezzo-soprano solo}} \]

1. Ser - de- czna Ma - tko, O - pie- kun - ko lu - dzni,
2. Do ko - gów ma - my wzdy- chać, nę - dzne dzia - tki?
1. Be - loved Moth - er, sent to guard and guide us,
2. To you we turn, poor or - phans in our sigh - ing,

\[ \text{\textbf{S, A p}} \]

\[ \text{\textbf{T, B p}} \]

\[ \text{\textbf{mp}} \]

\[ \text{\textbf{+Cello}} \]

A part for cello is on pages 7-8.

A harp part is available separately from the publisher, G-6223HARP.
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Niech Cie płacz sie rót do li tosci wzbudzi!
Tylko do Ciebie, uko chanej Matki,
Protect your people from the fear inside us.
Mother of mercy, filled with love undying.

Wygnańcy Ewy do Ciebie woląmy,
Uktórej Socce otwarte każdemu,
Children of Eve, our heritage we squander,
Hear our petition, for we have none other.